
35. The use of works best when it is not too obvious.

36. If you use , make sure the reader will clearly understand where it
begins and ends.

Answer the questions.

1. In times of emergency, most people are willing to sacrifice. What sacrifices or heroism are
evident in each of these characters?

a. Tom West

b. Dolly West’s mother

c. Terry West

d. Dolly West

e. Dr. Rolfe

2. Dr. Rolfe determined to establish a new policy in his old age. What were the three terms of the
new policy?

3. Much of the power of the story is built on the irony surrounding the terms of Dr. Rolfe’s policy.

a. How is his intent to go with caution ironic in light of the remainder of the story?

b. How is his intent to tilt the fee ironic in light of the end of the story?

c. How is his intent to demand payment ironic in light of how soon he sent the bill?

4. Do you think Dr. Rolfe would have had a happier or more fulfilling retirement if he had been able
to stick to his policy? Why or why not?
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5. Are there times when it is right to look out for our own comfort? Support your answer.

Do this exercise to notice another unity-producing technique.

6. Besides having no extra details, a story may be unified by the repetition of a word or phrase.
Write at least one phrase that is repeated in this story. Look particularly at Dr. Rolfe’s thoughts
about his new policy.

CREATIVE WRITING—EDITING
Editing is like putting the final touches on a project. It includes proofreading your work,

correcting errors, and changing or rearranging words to make sure you have said what you want
to say in the best possible way.

Go through your story once more, checking for these errors.

7. Check off each item as you do it.

� Misspelled words. Even if you worked on a computer with a spell-checker, you need to
check this one. A word may be wrong but will not show up on the screen as wrong if it
is another word.

� Punctuation or indenting errors.
� Incorrect punctuation of thoughts. If your point of view is subjective, make sure all
thoughts are italicized.

� Overuse of exclamation points.

LOOKING BACK . . .

Write the vocabulary word related to the phrase.

detonation chagrined petulant conjecture callow

inert mincing marooned contingencies pecuniary

8. a ship on a desert island

9. gunpowder or dynamite

10. something not moving



11. receiving money for services rendered

12. someone taking short, prim steps

13. someone quick to act or speak without thinking

14. of all the things that could happen

15. a wild guess or an educated one

16. acting like a greenhorn or a novice

17. being quite bothered or annoyed at themselves

Write the letter of the sentence that best states the theme of the story.

18. a. Changing our plans for the good of others means that we will have less for ourselves.

b. Real fulfillment comes from meeting the needs of others—not in looking out for
ourselves.

c. We should sometimes give of ourselves and our time to meet the needs of others
even when it doesn’t suit us very well.

d. If we give of ourselves and our time to others, we don’t need to be concerned about
the future; we can depend on God to take care of us.

Match the speakers to the words.

19. “Not by the Bight!” . . . “An’ haste, lad.” a. Terry West

20. “That’s age!” b. Bad-Weather Tom West

21. “Pop’s gun went off, sir.” c. Mrs. Tom West

22. “I’ll tilt the fee!” d. Dolly West

23. “I ithn’t dead, Mother. I juth—I juth can’t see.” e. Dr. Rolfe

24. “’Tis rotten from shore t’ shore. I’d not try the Bight, sir, this night.”

25. “He was there afore dusk. An’ the doctor got underway across the Bight— ”

Number these events in the order they occurred.

26. Terry West leaves home to fetch the doctor.

Dr. Rolfe determines to raise his prices and take life easier.

Tom West’s gun goes off.

Dr. Rolfe arrives home from Tumble Tickle and decides he’s getting old.

Dr. Rolfe writes out a bill for four dollars but changes it.

Terry West arrives at Dr. Rolfe’s door.

Dr. Rolfe crosses the Bight on ice that is “soft as cheese” and breaking up.
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Find each word in the story. Look at how it is used and write the letter of the best definition.

1. slicker a. boots b. raincoat c. hat

2. mediocre a. light yellow b. average or below average c. poverty-stricken

3. blithely a. cheerfully b. recklessly c. bending easily

4. bantering a. sinking b. flying c. joking; teasing

5. futile a. causing death b. pointless c. productive

6. vexation a. irritation b. exchange c. falsehood

7. rejoined a. met again b. responded c. scolded

8. condescension a. climbing down b. poor condition c. haughty stooping

Read “Too Dark” (pp. 132-136).

Write the author’s name.

9.

Write the letter of the best answer.

10. It was foolish to travel across the mountain in a car because
a. it was dark. c. it was raining.
b. the road was not kept up. d. there may have been robbers hiding out.

11. I lifted my face in the rain. “What should I do, Lord?” A moment later with the answer
certain in my heart, I wheeled Sinbad, and headed back.

Bert prayed to God for help because he
a. feared that those in the car might be evil men.
b. was reluctant to be late to the meeting.
c. felt such foolhardy actions didn’t deserve help.
d. wondered if it was the Lord’s will for him to help.

12. From the time that Bert first heard the car to the time that he turned back to investigate,
a. about ten minutes had elapsed. c. it had stopped raining.
b. about an hour had elapsed. d. Bert could hear the car constantly.

13. In the exchange between the two girls, Jeanie might best be described as

a. silly. b. optimistic. c. contrary. d. having poor judgment.
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14. In this exchange, Amy’s response might best be described as
a. encouragement. c. humor tinged with sarcasm.
b. poor logic. d. inconsideration.

15. Thunder clapped above us. Then darkness closed in blacker than before. But it had been
enough.

The phrase it had been enough means that
a. there had been enough light for Jeanie to see Bert’s skin color.
b. the thunder was sufficient to frighten Jeanie.
c. there had been enough light for Jeanie to see the slipperiness of the slope.
d. Bert was glad the storm was no worse.

16. Bert insisted that Jeanie put on his jacket because he
a. was determined to show her that her fears were ungrounded.
b. was concerned for her physical welfare in spite of her aversion.
c. felt spite in his heart.
d. didn’t want Amy to become suspicious too.

17. Bert only rather weakly agreed with Amy’s discourse about the love of Christ shining
through us because
a. it was difficult to agree after having been mistreated by Jeanie.
b. he knew she was being insincere.
c. he didn’t want Jeanie to be embarrassed or to interpret his agreement as a return of spite.
d. these were new concepts to him.

18. I heard Jeanie catch and hold her breath until I answered, “No, I am not fit to be seen.”

Jeanie caught and held her breath because she was
a. chattering from the cold.
b. afraid the young people would discover that a black man had helped her.
c. embarrassed to have the young people see how muddy Bert had gotten on their account.
d. embarrassed to have done such a foolish thing.

LOOKING BACK . . .

Complete the sentences. Circle the correct word in No. 22.

19. Dr. Rolfe’s new policy included raising his , for all of
his services, and and being more cautious.

20. He determined that since he was getting , he would look out more for
than he had been.
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21. However, Terry West’s arrival changed all of that. Dr. Rolfe immediately took a number of risks by
crossing the instead of taking the longer, safer route. months
later, when he finally sent his bill, he his price.

22. The literary technique that appears in what is discussed in Nos. 19-21 is irony, connotation,
tone.

Complete these exercises.

23. The three kinds of conflict a story may have (from LightUnit 1).

Man versus Man versus

Man versus

24. Most of “The Doctor of Afternoon Arm” shows man against .

25. Most of “Whom Shall I Fear?” shows man against .

26. The point of view in “The Doctor of Afternoon Arm” is first person, third person, all-knowing.
27. The thoughts of one person in “The Doctor of Afternoon Arm” are revealed: that person is

.

28. Read the exchanges between members of the West family on pages 120 (col.1), 123 (col.2), and
126 (col.1). Does the author tell you what they are thinking and feeling? How then can
you so easily understand how they feel?

Match the symbols to their meanings.

1. the darkness after the lightning, a. Jeanie’s sharp unkindness followed by her

“blacker than before” attitude toward Bert

2. the clouds receding and the stars b. the condition of Jeanie’s heart compared

coming out with the condition of her heart seconds earlier

3. the storm throughout the story c. the conflict between the races

4. the lightning that lit up Bert’s face d. the peace that Bert experienced

and the thunder that followed

Write the letter of the correct choice.

5. The first two paragraphs of the story compare the storm to

a. a freight train b. a person c. an animal d. a tornado
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